
 

 

October 22 & 23 and November 12, 13, 19 & 20 
 

Window to the Soul - Akasha Viewing 
Together in these sessions we co-create with intention, a loving energetic field to connect on a very deep 
level through the eyes. The eyes are known as the Window to the Soul. We call in the participant's Guides, 
Higher Self, Angels, Ascended Masters and beings of the highest Love & Light. Gabriella will bring forward 
the viewing of these energetic overlays by dipping into the Akasha. The energetic field created also allows 
the client to be open to 'see' and potentially experience overlays on Gabriella as she shifts and changes. She 
then shares the images as they roll up, a channeled message may also come through. With this information 
clients will have a powerful healing opportunity in the ever present now. The word Akasha in Sanskrit is 
derived from a root kāś meaning "to be”.  30 minutes ~ $55.00   45 minutes ~ $80.00 

    
Archangel Michael and Archeia Faith Initiation with Song 

In receiving the ascension initiation, you will receive your conscious acceptance and memory of your 
service to Archangel Michael and Archeia Faith. This initiation will allow a new path of clarity, mission, 
and purpose to emerge.  Other benefits include heightened energy, ability to love yourself and others 
unconditionally, and release negative patterns. This initiation is a rebirthing into one's reason for 
incarnating at this time. This is a private one-on-one appointment. One hour $111 

 

Gabriella Song walks the path of service as a seeker of Truth and Light. At the turn 
of the millennium, Archangel Michael-Archeia Faith, the energy of the Goddess, & 
Ascended Masters would make themselves known to her. Gabriella is now being 
guided to share her gifts with those who are ready to step into their own conscious 
path & purpose.  Lady Song serves Gaia as a bridge for Mother Earth and Humanity. 
She is a golden key, assisting Gaia to bring forth and anchor her higher frequencies, 
awakening our collective codes of Light thus opening consciousness to higher 
dimensional realities.  For 20 years Gabriella's adventuresome spirit has taken her 
across the globe. Her beautiful, fun-loving rainbow spirit is deeply connected to 
being community, while spreading joyful exuberance with those around her. “I am 
not here to wake up sheep, I’m here to awaken sleeping Lions”   


